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is it rather hot!
can I open the window?

Are you crazy?
it is ghastly cold
here!

It is fine!

What is temperature?
Is it mental?
or physical?
can we set aside the
contrast between
subjective and
objective?

i KNOW, i KNOW, SINCE
dESCARTES WE ARE USED TO
THINK THAT THERE ARE
OBJECTIVE PHYSICAL PROPERTIES AND SUBJECTIVE MENTAL
ONES!

in this spirit, as of XVII century,
savants have singled out so called
objective physical properties!
yet,
ARE THEY
really
so special
or ARE
THEY just
one
option
among ù
many
others?

two is better!

after
all, this
is just
a handy
causal
relation!

Oh please rene’!!!
so we GOT
used to
think that
what we
perceive is
subective

HOT!
COLD!

alleged
objective
absolute
property

Ole Christensen
Romer, 1701

I BUILT
the first
THERMOMETER!

hei! wait a minute! is there really
difference
between
a mercury
column
and, SAY,
another
organism,
which is,
after all,
just
another
physical
system?

fine!

74!

AM I A THERMOMETER?
in fact, the so-called objective properties have been
SELECTED only because the tool to pick them up can be
easily replicated in a standardized way. I can easily duplicate a mercury thermometer and each replica will
SINGLE OUT the same property!

same relative property T
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standard temperature
is not more objective, is
just easier to obtain

other systems are not
different from the
termomether, only they
are more difficult
to replicate!
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each system singles out
its own relative
physical properties.
There are no more
subjective mental
properties.
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everything is
T
external!

each system
picks up its own
preferred
temperature

no more
mental
properties

objective
properties

subjective
properties
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we can finally unmask the
subjective and the objective as
nothing but relative properties
of different practical use

we can thus pull back
from the mind all
subjective
properties and
place them back
in the world! in
the physical
world!
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subjective and objective
properties are just
relative properties that
were erroneously taken to
be separate.

T Tom

nope! as every schoolboy knows,
velocity is always relative! in this
case, it is relative to the ground!

wait a
sec!
isn’t the
world
made of
absolute
properties
that do not
depend on the observer?
for instance, Am I not moving
at fantastic speed right now?

the fact is well known but it
is always amazing. The same
object, this cannonball, has
multiple velocities at the
same time!
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each velocity
is relative to another
object and each velocity is
as physical
as everything else!
all physical properties
are like
temperature and velocitiy!
relative and physical!
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what about size? surely size is
not relative! isn’t it?
size does
matter!

size too is relative!
it depends on the
distance of the
you are bigger
observer
from here!

are you
sure?

relative to
the fly’s position,
I am not that
big!

strange as it seems
faraway objects
are smaller
relative to a
given object!

They look smaller
because they
are (relatively)
smaller!
just like
speed!

alleged absolute size is nothing
but relative size, relative to an
object at zero distance, as when
you can touch something

position too
is relative!
I am upright!

am i not bigger?
ahem...
from here yes!

I aM UPRIGHT
TOO!
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Color too is
relative!
depending
on one’s
receptors,
distance,
visual
acuity!

the board
relative to
an eagle

the board
relative to
a human

the board
is neither
checkered
the board
nor
relative to
colored.
a mole
The board is
whatever the board do relative to another system

it happens with time too! imagine two lights
switching on and off alternatively. Depending
on where one is located in space, the lights
will either flash together or not!

each organism,
which is
a different body,
singles out
different relative
properties.
such properties
are neither mental
nor subjective,
they are physical
and external as
everything else!
there is no
objective color!
this is not
idealism!
everything is
physical.
Existence is not
relative to a
subject!

A

B

C
temporal sequence
at zero distance
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relative patterns
in different positions

existence is
relative to the
subject’s body,
which is
a physical
entity!
this is object
relativism!

Objects too are relative! a wonderful
yet familiar example is the rainbow!
there is not one rainbow!
there are as many rainbows
as there are observers!
no matter of what kind!
cAMERA’S RAINBOW

OW
INB
RA
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among the
gazillions of
relative
properties,
scientists
selected a
few of them
because they
were easier
to pick out!
not because
they were
objective!

the standard physical word is only a subset of a
broader collection of relative properties. Everything is relative.
on the contrary, such
a world is just a
subset of a wider
world of relative
properties that
we reach in our
everyday life due
to the unique
differences
among bodies.

historically, the human
body has been the
implicit reference
frame for an
alleged absolute
physical world.
We mistook the
world that is
relative to
average human
bodies and their
preferred tools
for the real
world.

yet, everything
is physical!
existence is
utterly relative!

This is not the case!

“A thing genuinely is if it has
some capacity either to act on
another thing or to be acted
on. What marks off the things
that are as being is nothing
other than capacity.”

yes! i said SOMETHING SIMILAR IN
360 BC!

A relative
and causal
notion of
existence is
not completely
original,
I must admit!

The
unnamed
stranger
from EleA!
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existence is relative and relation is causation
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continuum

reality exists
only relative to
something else.
In our case, it exists
relative to our body.

for instance,
when I turn around
my body changes and
It brings into existence
a different reality.
and what about the
tree? Is the tree
there as I see it
when no one is
around?

What about the traditional question:
If a tree falls in a forest and
no one is around to hear it,
does it make a sound?

oooh!!!

any sound?

i DO NOT EXIST
AUTONOMOUSLY.
NOR AM i A MENTAL
THING! i exist insofar
I take place in a
certain way because there is a
body. You know
me relative
to your
body but
you have
no idea
how I am
relative to,
say, a
pebble, or
a shade of
grass!

the sound too is a relative object
and thus, to take place, requires a
hearing system. Not a mind, but a
proper additional object!
the bottom line is that everything exists relative to other things.
In this way, idealism is dodged and we have a completely relational account of
reality. reality is no longer split in a subjective and objective side.
the physical is relative ... and relative here means causally active.
A relation is nothing but a causal process. ù
we can also overcome the traditional
naive materialism that has conceived
physical entities as though they were
absolute and autonomous.
reality is relative! but physical nonetheless.
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